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1.- INTRODUCTION
The company requesting the test represents Airfree air sterilizers in Spain, that use a
patented technology which principle is based in creating air flow into and through one
sterilizing chamber where air is submitted to high temperatures when its viable micro
organisms are destroyed.
Said company has several studies made in different ambiances and conditions but
wishes to enlarge them to other laboratories and testing conditions.
2.- OBJECTIVE
The objective of this study is to evaluate “Airfree” air sterilization efficiency at 3 to 5ºC
temperatures.
3- METHODOLOGY
3.1. Description of Tested Chamber
The proposal was to perform the test in one cool chamber. The influence of external
contamination was not controlled. Here below is a detailed description of the chamber
where the airborne contamination analysis was performed.
Tested Room
Dimensions:
Air Cooling System
Quantity of doors
Chamber Temperature
Communication with exterior
Cleaning

Cool Chamber
40.32 m3
Present
1
3-5º C
Frequent (*)
Yearly

* Very frequent up to 20-30 times daily
In the chamber where the test was performed, one Tinytalk probe was used to monitor
the influence of Airfree devices in the chamber temperature. In that sense it was not
noted any temperature variation that could be linked to the “Airfree” devices.

3.2. Analytical Methods utilized for the environmental control
The environmental control was based in two systems: sedimentation and air
aspiration.
The sedimentation system consists of exposing Petri dishes (90mm diameter)
for one hour in three different points in the studied chamber. The culture means used
was “Rosa de Bengala”. The dishes were incubated for three days.
One “SAS-MTM-3” device was used for the air aspiration system. “RODAC”
dishes were used for the sampling. “Rosa de Bengala” was the mean for mould and
yeasts. Different air volumes were used for each sample so as to pick up larger
number of micro-organisms. Samples were incubated for a three day period at 25º C
+/- 1ºC for the “Rosa de Bengala” dishes. In sequence, the count was performed using
the SAS-MTM-3 table to convert in m3 of air the most probable average quantity of
micro-organisms obtained in each zone.
3.3. Time frame when study was made
The test was performed continuously from 11/Jul/03 to 22/Aug/03.
4.- RESULTS

Reefer Chamber environmental control at 3-5ºC
Air aspiration technique (SAS-MTM-3)
Reefer Chamber
Mold and Yeast count
Time
Control

Air
Sample

ufc/dish

NMP/m3 of air

average

5. Interpretation of Results
With regard to the influence of Airfree it was observed a general reduction of the
mold and yeast population (see graph) within the two week operation of the equipment,
It is important to emphasize that in the beginning of the treatment a larger
volume of vegetable products was stored (day 10), which explains the increase of the
mold levels in the chamber. However, the equipment was effective in reducing in 15
days more than 80% of the airborne mold.
With regard to the efficiency of the air treatment, an 86% reduction was
achieved in the reefer chamber (see charts), comparing the larger environmental
contamination at start up with the contamination at the end of the test.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The Airfree air sterilizing system is efficient in reducing 86% mold and yeast
population in a reefer chamber of approximately 40.3 m3 at 4º C after 15 days of its
installation.

